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*Prince Arthur Waterfront Hotel and Suites
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*EarthCare
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*Print Pros Plus
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*Prince Arthur Waterfront Hotel & Suites
*Sweet Escape Cake Cafe & Bakery
*Silver Birch Restaurant
*Eat Local Pizza & Pastry

SEEDLING SPONSORS

*Canadian Environmental Law Association
*Council ofCanadians -Thunder Bay
*Derek Noyes (Erickson & Partners)
*Environment North
*GoGreenEbikes
*(The) Green House
*Ontario Nature
*madeFRESH
*Mining Watch
*Streak ofGreen Hair Salon
*The Loop
*Solar Logix
*TbayTel
*Robin Faye Yoga

DOOR PRIZES & GIFTS

*A Beautiful New You
*Bare Organics
*Bonobo's Foods
*Brule Creek Farm
*Belluz Farms
*CBC
*Finnport
*Frank Pullia
*Gear Up for Outdoors
*Karen Hartley
*madeFRESH
*Mystic Garden
*Trudi Jones
*Thunder Bay Public Library
*The Growing Season
*The Power Centre
*Wilderness Supply Company
*York University, Faculty ofEnvironmental
Studies

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS
*Dr. Kerstin Muth
*Mary Veltri
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SUNDAY MARCH 23
3:15 PM

A Tale of a Forest
USA 2014, 75 minutes
Director: Kevin Flint

TALE OF A FOREST is a film for the whole

family about the unique Finnish forest and its

colourful and diverse life. The main characters of the

film are the various inhabitants of the forest: the

bears and the elk, the snakes and the owls, the ants,

the frogs and the flying squirrels, the ancient soul

birds such as the Siberian Jay, the Lapland Owl and

many, many others.

Greetings from the
Festival Chair

Rocks and trees. Many people look at the

“environment” as only that. But it’s a word

that encompasses so much more as you will see over

the course of this festival. We open with a very close

look at the environment that more and more humans

are finding themselves in: a city. “The Human

Scale” asks if cities are actually human-friendly?

Travel Canada and the world. See how Canadian

mining impacts people in other countries. Learn

about the fracking industry and what’s it’s like when

they move in next door. Discover that you are part

of a grand chemical experiment in “The Human

Experiment” (a Canadian Film Festival Premiere)

and “GMO OMG”. Climate change, nuclear power

and our intimate relationship with water are also

explored in stunning cinematography.

New this year: a look back to look forward with

“Soylent Green”. This fiction movie was a view to

the future (nearly our present) from 1973. They got

some things right!

The Festival closes with the Canadian Premiere of

“Tale of a Forest” - a beautiful look at the Finnish

boreal old growth forest and the wildlife that resides

there. Pristine natural environments like this are

vanishing. Savour this one and the stories it inspired

in the Finnish culture.

The earth was in balance but humans are tipping the

balance. What to do with all the information? Post-

film discussions with guests from out of town and

local experts will help and come to the workshop

Taking Action 101 , to learn various ways to add your

voice.

5th Anniversary! We invite you to join us in fun and

celebration in a gathering at the Prince Arthur Hotel

after the film on Saturday night.

Finally, I am so glad to be a part of the committee

that is sharing these wonderful films with you.

Thank you to you who have put so much time into

this Festival. And a final thank you to our sponsors.

Your support has made this festival possible.

And now……Roll ‘em!

Deanna Ford
Festival Chair

* Canadian Premiere *
Produced by the 2014

Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival

Festival Committee Members:

Charlene Rogers

Deanna Ford

Michael Dodd Smith

Scott Harris

Carrie Fawcett

Robin Faye

Tiina Veldhuis

Lucy Laframboise

and thank you to all of the festival volunteers

and the staff at the

Paramount Theatre, Silver Birch Restaurant,

Sweet Escape Cake Cafe & Bakery,

Thunder Bay Public Library and

the Prince Arthur Hotel & Suites!

*

Thunder Bay Environmental Film Network

1216 Victoria Avenue East

Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada

P7C 1B9

Phone: (807) 475-3631

Email: environmentalfilmnetwork@gmail. com

www.efilmnetwork.wordpress. com

www. tbefilmf.wordpress. com

www.facebook. com/THUNDER.BAY.EFF

www.facebook. com/Thunder.Bay.EFN

The Festival kindly asks audience
members to refrain from wearing scented
products as much as possible because
there are other audience members and
Festival organizers who become sick

from them.

Your help with this is greatly appreciated.
Ifyou have any questions about this or

want to know more about
scent sensitivities please feel free to ask a

volunteer for more information.
Thank you.
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WEDNESDAY MARCH 19
7:00 PM Opening Night

The Human Scale
Denmark 2013, 77 minutes
Directed by: Andreas Dalsgaard

The human scale questions our assumptions

about modernity, exploring what happens when

we put people into the center of our equations.

For 40 years the Danish architect Jan Gehl has

systematically studied human behavior in cities. His

starting point was an interest in people, more than

buildings – in what he called Life Between

Buildings. What made it exist? When was it

destroyed? How could it be brought back? This lead

to studies of how human beings use the streets, how

they walk, see, rest, meet, interact etc.

Jan Gehl also uses statistics, but the questions he

asks are different. For instance: How many people

pass this street throughout a 24 hour period? How

many percent of those are pedestrians? How many

are driving cars or bikes?

How much of the street space are the various groups

allowed to use? Is this street performing well for all

its users?

Jan Gehl made his first studies in Italy and later he

inspired the planning of Denmark’s capital,

Copenhagen, for 40 years. His ideas inspired the

creation of walking streets, the building and

improvements of bike paths and the reorganization of

parks, squares and other public spaces throughout

this city and in many other cities in the Nordic

region.

Around the world cities like Melbourne, Dhaka, New

York, Chongqing and Christchurch are now also

being inspired by Gehl’s work and by the

developments in Copenhagen.
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SUNDAY MARCH 23
1:00 PM

Hot Water ‐ The Uranium
Industry's Dirty Little Secret
USA 2014, 80 minutes
Director: Kevin Flint

When you were growing up, how many people

did you know who had cancer? How many do

you know today? Filmmakers Lizabeth Rogers and

Kevin Flint travel to South Dakota following a story

about uranium contamination—only to discover that

the problem flows much farther and runs much

deeper than they could have imagined.

Three years and thousands of miles later, Hot Water

tells the story of those impacted by uranium mining,

atomic testing, nuclear energy and the subsequent

contamination that runs through our air, soil

and—even more dramatically—our water.

Hot Water offers this question: Are the thirty-eight

million people in the American Southwest aware that

their water supply is filtered through 16 million tons

of radioactive waste lying on the banks of the

Colorado River?

Our ground water, air and soil are contaminated with

some of the most toxic heavy metals known to man,

and the subsequent health and environmental damage

will take generations and 100's of billions of dollars

to heal.

Follow Liz, Kevin and their team as they travel the

American West and expose uranium mining and our

nuclear legacy for what it is, and for what it's left

behind.

Programmer's Note:

Programming an environmental film festival is an

interesting process. As a local organization, we

strive to choose films that in some way relate to us

here in Northwestern Ontario; whether the films are

about our local ecology, such as Mysteries of the

Great Lakes, or whether they are about similar

places, like the boreal forest of Finland as in Tale of

A Forest.

Often our films reflect ideas and issues that may

seem far away, but as part of a global village we find

them locally in the places we shop, the products we

purchase or the decisions made by our governments.

In any case, we arrive at a snapshot of the local,

national and global environment as seen through the

lens of environmental documentary filmmakers.

And film, like most art, is representative of the times

in which it is produced - so across the festival, we

begin to see themes emerge that reflect global

concerns that we as part of that community share.

One of the themes we see emerging from the 12

documentaries screening this year is concern for the

survival of humans in the face of our increasing

exposures to chemicals and contaminants, both in

our environment and in our bodies in films like The

Human Experiment and GMO OMG. As part of

World Water Week, we explore threats to our water

supply resulting from climate change (A Thirsty

World), fracking (Burning Water) and uranium (Hot

Water).

And, for the first time in our 5-year history, we are

screening a fiction film - the classic post-apocalyptic

Soylent Green, a cautionary vision of what the world

could look like if we are unwilling or unable to curb

the impacts of our modern-day lifestyles.

Thank you to the festival committee for your

thoughts on my recommendations and for helping to

pull the lineup together. To you, our audience, I hope

you enjoy our program and leave the theatre

informed and empowered to take action!

Charlene Rogers
Festival Programmer and Researcher

*festival display at the Brodie Resource Library
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THURSDAY MARCH 20
7:00 PM (3 films)
Evening films Co-Presented with Mining Watch
Canda and with special guest -Rights Action
Director, Grahame Russell, who is featured in
Defensora and Gold Fever.

There You Go!
2 minute animated short
film, Written by Oren
Ginsburg

Defensora

USA/Guatemala/Canada 2013, 39 minutes
Directed by: Rachel Schmidt

Defensora is a documentary about a Mayan

Q'eqchi' resistance against mining in

Guatemala. The story is set along the shores of Lake

Izabal in the community of El Estor where a nickel

mining company has operated for over 50 years.

Tensions run high against a backdrop of pro and anti-

mining camps, violence and forced evictions. The

film takes audiences into the lives of defenders in the

resistance who struggle to reclaim their ancestral

lands and seek justice in Canadian courts for alleged

human rights violations. (see next page for the film

GOLD FEVER)

"Defensora is a deeply
moving testimony to
incredible courage in
the face ofwanton

brutality and a shining
tribute to the human
search for justice. "
- Maude Barlow,

Council ofCanadians

2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival ...page 5 FILMS2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival ...page 28



SUNDAY MARCH 23
10:30 AM

Do the Math
USA 2013, 50 minutes
Directors: Kelly Nyks, Jared P. Scott

The math is simple. To avoid climate catastrophe,

we have to limit carbon dioxide emissions into

the atmosphere to 350 parts per million or below.

The only problem? We're presently at 400 parts per

million -- and climbing. In November 2012,

bestselling author and environmental activist Bill

McKibben and 350.org, the organization he founded,

hit the road to raise awareness of this terrifying math

and build a movement to challenge the fossil fuel

industry.

Do the Math takes us inside that tour, following

McKibben as he delivers an astonishingly clear

breakdown of the facts -- and the stakes -- to more

than 25,000 people at sold-out shows in 21 cities

across the country. The film serves as a much needed

correction to industry spin, and shows how an

unprecedented global movement is rising up to keep

CO2 emissions down.

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR

Film for thought:
from "Do the Math"

The fossil-fueled activities ofman are adding 32

metric gigatonnes ofCO2 to the

atmosphere every year. That translates to the

equivalent to 400 000 Hiroshima atomic bombs

worth of additional heat each

and every day, 365 days a year.

We'll blow through our carbon allowance in

16 years, around the time today's preschoolers

will be graduating from high school.

We can’t expect an engineering solution

to a greed problem.

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR
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Thursday March 20
7:00 PM (3 films)

Gold Fever

USA 2013, 55 minutes
Directed by: JTHaines, Tommy Haines, Andrew
Sherbune

Tragic and inspiring, Gold Fever witnesses the

arrival of Goldcorp Inc to a remote Guatemalan

village. 500 years after the conquistadors invaded,

and still reeling from decades of US-backed

repression, San Miguel Ixtahuacán is caught at the

front lines of an increasingly globalized world.

Meanwhile, in the North, fearful investors flock to

gold and some call for the return of the Gold

Standard. “What is the value of the one place we

have to live?” Commentators Noam Chomsky,

Magalí Rey Rosa, and “economic hitman” John

Perkins draw connections between the stratospheric

forces ofWall Street and San Miguel’s struggle.

Winner of the Rigoberta Mechú Grand Prix at the

2013 Montreal First Peoples Festival, Gold Fever is

a hard-hitting documentary about the destruction and

exploitation of transnational mining. Together with

members of their divided community, and in the face

of grave consequences, Diodora, Crisanta and

Gregoria resist the threat to their ancestral lands.

Grahame Russell is a
global development and

human rights activist
and the Co-Director of

Rights Action -
Welcome to Thunder

Bay!
(see page 15 for more

about Grahame)
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SATURDAY MARCH 22
9:30 PM

5th Anniversary Celebration

Prince Arthur Waterfront
Hotel and Suites

*all festival goers are welcome to attend
*voucher is required for entry which will be
provided at each film
*cash bar is available
*appetizers and yummy treats will be provided
courtesy ofthe festival and the Hotel!

Please join us in celebrating the 5th Anniversary

Celebration of the film festival. Meet and

mingle with committee members, volunteers,

audience members, special guests and film topic

experts.

MATCH THE PHOTOS TO THE FILM!
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FRIDAY MARCH 21
7:00 PM

The Human Experiment

USA 2013, 92 minutes
Directors: Dana Nachman, Don Hardy
Executive Producer and Narrator: Sean Penn

The Human Experiment lifts the veil on the

shocking reality that thousands of untested

chemicals are in our everyday products, our homes

and inside of us. Simultaneously, the prevalence of

many diseases continues to rise.

From Oscar® winner Sean Penn and Emmy®

winning journalists Dana Nachman and Don Hardy,

The Human Experiment tells the personal stories of

people who believe their lives have been affected by

chemicals and takes viewers to the front lines as

activists go head-to-head with the powerful and well-

funded chemical industry. These activists bring to

light a corrupt system that’s been hidden from

consumers. . . until now.

* Canadian Film Festival Premiere *

2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival ...page 9 FILMS2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival ...page 24



SATURDAY MARCH 22 (2 films)
7:00 PM

Mysteries of the Great Lakes
Canada 2008, 45 minutes
Science North
Director: David Linckley

The giant screen film, Mysteries of the Great

Lakes, is as much a celebration of Earth’s

greatest freshwater ecosystem as it is a rallying cry

for protection. The story will take audiences on an

inspiring voyage through these amazing inland seas.

In the film, a few stops along the way highlight the

stories of three key species - one each from water, air

and land.

The film also turns the camera on us, as humans - by

touching on the human interface with the Lakes

including the role of shipping to commerce, the use

of the Great Lakes’ water by the millions of people

who rely on it for life, and the general sense of well-

being that people receive from simply being near

these massive bodies ofwater.

The scenery and wildlife footage captured through

the IMAX lens for Mysteries of the Great Lakes is

spectacular, with some shots being unlike anything

ever captured for this medium before. Filming took

the production crews from beneath the waves of the

Wolf River in Wisconsin - where thousands of lake

sturgeon, the world’s largest freshwater fish, thrashed

in the shallow rapids en route to their spawning

grounds - into the skies to shoot aerial footage of all

of the Great Lakes.

The filmmakers acquired some amazing footage of

woodland caribou while shooting in Lake Superior’s

Slate Islands. Over the course of the first two days

of filming, the crew saw almost 20 individual

caribou of various ages. The Slate Islands are home

to the largest remaining woodland caribou herd in the

Great Lakes region, and over the course of their 100

plus years on the Islands, they have evolved some

unusual biological adaptations. The caribou on the

Slate Islands weren’t shy about settling their

differences in the presence of humans either, and this

unusual situation provided our filmmakers with a

picturesque, once-in-a-lifetime shot of two male

caribou battling for dominance, with a glorious Lake

Superior sunset as a backdrop.

Filming breeding Bald Eagles in the wild is

extremely challenging. The nests are high (often 80

feet up) in the trees. Wildlife photographer Neil

Rettig captured extraordinary footage of wild Bald

Eagles for Mysteries of the Great Lakes.
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FRIDAY MARCH 21
9:30 PM

Soylent Green

USA 1973, 97 min.
Director: Richard Fleischer
Starring: Charlton Heston, Edward G. Robinson,
Leigh Taylor-Young

Winner Best Science Fiction Film ofYear - Saturn
Award, Academy ofScience Fiction, Fantasy and
Horror Films
Winner Grand Prize - Avoriaz Fantastic Film
Festival
Nominee Best Film ofYear (Best Dramatic
Presentation) - Hugo Awards
Winner Best Film ofYear (Best Dramatic
Presentation) - Nebula Award, Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers ofAmerica

New York City in the year 2022 the population is

over 40 million. Without enough food to feed the

masses--most of it must be manufactured in local

factories. The dinner choices are between Soylent

Blue, Soylent Yellow, or Soylent Green. When

William Simonson an executive in the Soylent

Company, is found murdered, police detective Thorn

is sent in to investigate the case. As he delves deeper

into his investigation he uncovers another dark

secret-- the heinous truth behind the real ingredients

of Soylent Green.

Remember to like us on
facebook and GROW our

audience!
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SATURDAY MARCH 22 (2 films)
7:00 PM

Evening films are Co-presented with

EcoSuperior and Council ofCanadians

Thirsty World

France 2013, 90 minutes
Directors: Thierry Piantanida, Baptiste Rouget-
Luchaire

After HOME and the Earth from Above series,

Yann Arthus-Bertrand's 90' documentary film A

THIRSTY WORLD, directed by Thierry Piantanida

and Baptiste Rouget-Luchaire proposes another

journey around the world.

This time, the famous photographer is looking at one

of the major challenges to human survival: WATER.

Today, against a backdrop of sharply increasing

demand, growth in the world population and the

growing impact of an unsettled climate, water has

become one of the most precious natural resources of

our planet.

Faithful to Yann Arthus-Bertrand's reputation, A

THIRSTY WORLD, filmed in some 20 countries,

reveals the mysterious and fascinating world of fresh

water through spectacular aerial images shot in

regions that are difficult to reach and rarely filmed,

like Southern Sudan or Northern Congo. It also lets

us discover the most beautiful landscapes on our

planet, the lakes, rivers and wetlands created by

water.

A THIRSTY WORLD attempts to bring together

Yann Arthus-Bertrand's trademark aerial view of the

world with the harsh, everyday reality of all those

people who are deprived of water and may even die

for lack of it, the people engaged in the daily struggle

to find water, purify it or bring it to those who need

it.

The film is built up on a host of encounters. A

shepherd from north Kenya looks us in the eye and

says he has killed for water and would do so again.

Women dance when water finally arrives in their

village. An atypical United Nations ambassadress

talks about her combat to make governments too

commit to providing access to water and the most

modern purification techniques to guarantee the

survival and health of the poorest populations.
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Want to help?

Bring more films and
reach more people
during the 2015 film

festival.

YOUR AD HERE

Film for thought:
from "The Human Scale"

Does the way we build our

cities invite human interaction,

inclusion and intimacy?

Is understanding the attitudes and

aspirations of people the missing

link?

How do we measure human

happiness?

Should we shape our cities,

or let our cities shape us?

How do we balance social

and economic needs when

designing our city cores?

Can you change cities that

were built for cars?

Is social isolation necessarily

the price we must pay

for modernity?

Film for thought:
from "Hot Water"

It will be 240 000 years before uranium-

contaminated water will be safe to drink

Children are 20X more susceptible to

radiation than adults

16 million tons of radioactive mine tailings

are exposed to erosion on the upper

Caolorado River.

38 million people in 7 states use this water.

Einstein: Nuclear energy a hell of a way to

boil water

2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival ...page 132014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival ...page 20



SATURDAY MARCH 22
3:15 PM

Burning Water
Canada 2010, 45 minutes
Director: Cameron Esler /Tadzio Richards

*With special guest -Fiona Lauridsen, Albertan
farmer and fracking victim featured in the film

In the Rosebud River valley, an hour east of

Calgary, the water in many homes can be lit on

fire. Everyone agrees there's gas in the water. Few

agree on why.

At Fiona Lauridsen's farm, just outside the hamlet of

Rosebud, Fiona and her family got skin burns in the

shower. Fiona claims that EnCana, Canada's largest

natural gas company, contaminated the aquifer by

drilling (fracking) for coal bed methane, a new

source of natural gas extraction that often uses

chemicals for drilling. Yet in the hamlet, where the

Rosebud Theatre is a popular tourist attraction, most

residents refuse to even talk about burning water, for

fear of harming the tourist industry. A government

minister blamed the contamination on improper well

maintenance on the part of the farmer.

Other scientist’s disagree, and Fiona thinks the

government is deflecting attention away from the

negative consequences of an energy boom that’s

bringing record profits to the province.

As gas wells sprout up across North America, and all

around Rosebud, the Lauridsen family struggles to

stay together and remain part of their community, at

the same time confronting the dark truth ofwhat may

be happening beneath the surface.

Fiona Lauridsen - it seems as
though no one in government or

the oil and gas industry will
listen to her concerns. Now, in

the face ofsilence, sheʼs
speaking out. Welcome to

Thunder Bay Fiona!
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SATURDAY MARCH 22
9:30 AM ‐ 12:00 PM

Workshop: Taking Action 101
Waverley Library

You’ve seen the movie, now what?! Come to

this workshop to learn about different ways

you can respond and take action to address what

concerns you. Taking action can be as simple as

clicking a mouse or as complex as approaching

municipal government about something important to

you. Guest presenters who have been active will

share their stories and their ‘how-tos’ . Explore

obstacles to taking action. Learn things you can do,

how they are done and what they may accomplish.

Cost is sliding scale $5 - $20 or pay what you can.

Snacks by Sweet Escape Cake Cafe and Bakery.

Waverley Library 9:30 am to 12:00 pm, Saturday,

March 22, 2014

MATCH THE PHOTOS
TO THE FILM!

Grahame Russell ‐ Thursday
March 20 "Defensora, Gold
Fever" see page 5 for film

*special guest for the film

written by Scott Murray, start ofan interview with
Grahame:

Grahame Russell has spent half his life

promoting human rights issues. Before that, he

was one of Canada’s best downhill skiers, ranking

up there with the best of them including the ‘Crazy

Canucks’ Ken Read, Steve Podborski, Dave Irwin

and Dave Murray.

In the summer of 1982, Grahame, who makes no

bones about coming from a privileged background,

went to study Spanish at an immersion course at a

university in Mexico City. This is where his life

changed course. He had been influenced by his

sister, Sarah, who was living in Mexico City at the

time of her tragic death in a car crash. Grahame had

previously traveled the world in the narrow, isolated

confines of competitive skiing whereas Sarah had

traveled seeking to learn about different places and

people and told Grahame all about her experiences.

Grahame recalls the time: “Two things were

happening: I was becoming a more open person to

the world around me. And in the courses I was

taking the professors were also teaching us about the

history ofMexico as well as social justice issues that

related to Mexico. Then one day I decided to not

take the public bus to school, but rather take forty

minutes and walk there. I had always wanted to walk

by the National Stadium in Mexico City, but I just

never done it. On the way, I found an extraordinary

world of barrios and slums that I had never seen

before. It finally sunk in. I remember saying to

myself, ‘Oh my God, this is hell.’

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR

Fiona Lauridsen ‐ Saturday
March 22 "Burning Water"

*special guest for the film

Fiona Lauridsen – born in Glasgow, Scotland, she

describes her birthplace as “a blue collar city

where if you had a conflict you damn well better

speak up about it or people would walk all over

you.”

Fiona came to Alberta in her early 20ʼs. She married

Peter Lauridsen and raised three children on a small

farm overlooking the valley. Fiona works one day a

week at a local flower shop (she loves flowers) and

one afternoon a week as a front of house manager at

the local Rosebud Theatre.

In 2001 the family moved to a bigger farm to expand

their farming operations. A few years later, the water

went bad. Fiona wants to know why, and what can

be done to fix it. Earlier in life she worked as a

technician in a chemistry lab, so she understands the

science required to analyse her water problems. Yet

it seems as though no one in government orthe oil

and gas industry will listen to her concerns. Now, in

the face of silence, sheʼs speaking out.

Fiona is our main character (Burning Water), with a

background as a chemist this outspoken and witty

Scottish woman came to the Rosebud River Valley

twenty years ago when she married a farmer named

Peter Lauridsen.
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SATURDAY MARCH 22
1:00 PM

GMO OMG
USA 2013, 90 minutes
Director: Jeremy Seifert

Berlin International Film Festival
Audience Choice Yale Environmental Film Festival
Best Documentary Berkshire International Film
Festival

GMO OMG director and concerned father

Jeremy Seifert is in search of answers. How do

GMOs affect our children, the health of our planet,

and our freedom of choice? And perhaps the ultimate

question, which Seifert tests himself: is it even

possible to reject the food system currently in place,

or have we lost something we can’t gain back? These

and other questions take Seifert on a journey from

his family’s table to Haiti, Paris, Norway, and the

lobby of agra-giant Monsanto, from which he is

unceremoniously ejected. Along the way we gain

insight into a question that is of growing concern to

citizens the world over: what's on your plate?

Film for thought:

from the film "Burning Water"

60% of our natural gas is already fracked gas

Why are communities around the world rising

up against oil and gas extraction through the

process of fracking?

Is fracking for fossil fuels ever an acceptable

means of extraction?

Is our planet for shale?

In the US, fracking generated over

1 billion litres of toxic wastewater in 2012

Because fracked wells have such a short

lifespan, over 7,000 new wells are

being drilled each year.

The Endocrine Disruption Exchange found

649 chemicals in fracking fluid, only 362 of

which could be identified.

Many are known toxins,

including carcinogens and neurotoxins. .

Methane concentrations are 17 times higher in

drinking-water wells near frack sites than

elsewhere.
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SATURDAY MARCH 22
9:30 AM ‐ 12:00 PM

Workshop: Taking Action 101
Waverley Library

You’ve seen the movie, now what?! Come to

this workshop to learn about different ways

you can respond and take action to address what

concerns you. Taking action can be as simple as

clicking a mouse or as complex as approaching

municipal government about something important to

you. Guest presenters who have been active will

share their stories and their ‘how-tos’ . Explore

obstacles to taking action. Learn things you can do,

how they are done and what they may accomplish.

Cost is sliding scale $5 - $20 or pay what you can.

Snacks by Sweet Escape Cake Cafe and Bakery.

Waverley Library 9:30 am to 12:00 pm, Saturday,

March 22, 2014

MATCH THE PHOTOS
TO THE FILM!

Grahame Russell ‐ Thursday
March 20 "Defensora, Gold
Fever" see page 5 for film

*special guest for the film

written by Scott Murray, start ofan interview with
Grahame:

Grahame Russell has spent half his life

promoting human rights issues. Before that, he

was one of Canada’s best downhill skiers, ranking

up there with the best of them including the ‘Crazy

Canucks’ Ken Read, Steve Podborski, Dave Irwin

and Dave Murray.

In the summer of 1982, Grahame, who makes no

bones about coming from a privileged background,

went to study Spanish at an immersion course at a

university in Mexico City. This is where his life

changed course. He had been influenced by his

sister, Sarah, who was living in Mexico City at the

time of her tragic death in a car crash. Grahame had

previously traveled the world in the narrow, isolated

confines of competitive skiing whereas Sarah had

traveled seeking to learn about different places and

people and told Grahame all about her experiences.

Grahame recalls the time: “Two things were

happening: I was becoming a more open person to

the world around me. And in the courses I was

taking the professors were also teaching us about the

history ofMexico as well as social justice issues that

related to Mexico. Then one day I decided to not

take the public bus to school, but rather take forty

minutes and walk there. I had always wanted to walk

by the National Stadium in Mexico City, but I just

never done it. On the way, I found an extraordinary

world of barrios and slums that I had never seen

before. It finally sunk in. I remember saying to

myself, ‘Oh my God, this is hell.’

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR

Fiona Lauridsen ‐ Saturday
March 22 "Burning Water"

*special guest for the film

Fiona Lauridsen – born in Glasgow, Scotland, she

describes her birthplace as “a blue collar city

where if you had a conflict you damn well better

speak up about it or people would walk all over

you.”

Fiona came to Alberta in her early 20ʼs. She married

Peter Lauridsen and raised three children on a small

farm overlooking the valley. Fiona works one day a

week at a local flower shop (she loves flowers) and

one afternoon a week as a front of house manager at

the local Rosebud Theatre.

In 2001 the family moved to a bigger farm to expand

their farming operations. A few years later, the water

went bad. Fiona wants to know why, and what can

be done to fix it. Earlier in life she worked as a

technician in a chemistry lab, so she understands the

science required to analyse her water problems. Yet

it seems as though no one in government orthe oil

and gas industry will listen to her concerns. Now, in

the face of silence, sheʼs speaking out.

Fiona is our main character (Burning Water), with a

background as a chemist this outspoken and witty

Scottish woman came to the Rosebud River Valley

twenty years ago when she married a farmer named

Peter Lauridsen.
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SATURDAY MARCH 22
3:15 PM

Burning Water
Canada 2010, 45 minutes
Director: Cameron Esler /Tadzio Richards

*With special guest -Fiona Lauridsen, Albertan
farmer and fracking victim featured in the film

In the Rosebud River valley, an hour east of

Calgary, the water in many homes can be lit on

fire. Everyone agrees there's gas in the water. Few

agree on why.

At Fiona Lauridsen's farm, just outside the hamlet of

Rosebud, Fiona and her family got skin burns in the

shower. Fiona claims that EnCana, Canada's largest

natural gas company, contaminated the aquifer by

drilling (fracking) for coal bed methane, a new

source of natural gas extraction that often uses

chemicals for drilling. Yet in the hamlet, where the

Rosebud Theatre is a popular tourist attraction, most

residents refuse to even talk about burning water, for

fear of harming the tourist industry. A government

minister blamed the contamination on improper well

maintenance on the part of the farmer.

Other scientist’s disagree, and Fiona thinks the

government is deflecting attention away from the

negative consequences of an energy boom that’s

bringing record profits to the province.

As gas wells sprout up across North America, and all

around Rosebud, the Lauridsen family struggles to

stay together and remain part of their community, at

the same time confronting the dark truth ofwhat may

be happening beneath the surface.

Fiona Lauridsen - it seems as
though no one in government or

the oil and gas industry will
listen to her concerns. Now, in

the face ofsilence, sheʼs
speaking out. Welcome to

Thunder Bay Fiona!
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Want to help?

Bring more films and
reach more people
during the 2015 film

festival.

YOUR AD HERE

Film for thought:
from "The Human Scale"

Does the way we build our

cities invite human interaction,

inclusion and intimacy?

Is understanding the attitudes and

aspirations of people the missing

link?

How do we measure human

happiness?

Should we shape our cities,

or let our cities shape us?

How do we balance social

and economic needs when

designing our city cores?

Can you change cities that

were built for cars?

Is social isolation necessarily

the price we must pay

for modernity?

Film for thought:
from "Hot Water"

It will be 240 000 years before uranium-

contaminated water will be safe to drink

Children are 20X more susceptible to

radiation than adults

16 million tons of radioactive mine tailings

are exposed to erosion on the upper

Caolorado River.

38 million people in 7 states use this water.

Einstein: Nuclear energy a hell of a way to

boil water
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SATURDAY MARCH 22 (2 films)
7:00 PM

Evening films are Co-presented with

EcoSuperior and Council ofCanadians

Thirsty World

France 2013, 90 minutes
Directors: Thierry Piantanida, Baptiste Rouget-
Luchaire

After HOME and the Earth from Above series,

Yann Arthus-Bertrand's 90' documentary film A

THIRSTY WORLD, directed by Thierry Piantanida

and Baptiste Rouget-Luchaire proposes another

journey around the world.

This time, the famous photographer is looking at one

of the major challenges to human survival: WATER.

Today, against a backdrop of sharply increasing

demand, growth in the world population and the

growing impact of an unsettled climate, water has

become one of the most precious natural resources of

our planet.

Faithful to Yann Arthus-Bertrand's reputation, A

THIRSTY WORLD, filmed in some 20 countries,

reveals the mysterious and fascinating world of fresh

water through spectacular aerial images shot in

regions that are difficult to reach and rarely filmed,

like Southern Sudan or Northern Congo. It also lets

us discover the most beautiful landscapes on our

planet, the lakes, rivers and wetlands created by

water.

A THIRSTY WORLD attempts to bring together

Yann Arthus-Bertrand's trademark aerial view of the

world with the harsh, everyday reality of all those

people who are deprived of water and may even die

for lack of it, the people engaged in the daily struggle

to find water, purify it or bring it to those who need

it.

The film is built up on a host of encounters. A

shepherd from north Kenya looks us in the eye and

says he has killed for water and would do so again.

Women dance when water finally arrives in their

village. An atypical United Nations ambassadress

talks about her combat to make governments too

commit to providing access to water and the most

modern purification techniques to guarantee the

survival and health of the poorest populations.
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FRIDAY MARCH 21
9:30 PM

Soylent Green

USA 1973, 97 min.
Director: Richard Fleischer
Starring: Charlton Heston, Edward G. Robinson,
Leigh Taylor-Young

Winner Best Science Fiction Film ofYear - Saturn
Award, Academy ofScience Fiction, Fantasy and
Horror Films
Winner Grand Prize - Avoriaz Fantastic Film
Festival
Nominee Best Film ofYear (Best Dramatic
Presentation) - Hugo Awards
Winner Best Film ofYear (Best Dramatic
Presentation) - Nebula Award, Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers ofAmerica

New York City in the year 2022 the population is

over 40 million. Without enough food to feed the

masses--most of it must be manufactured in local

factories. The dinner choices are between Soylent

Blue, Soylent Yellow, or Soylent Green. When

William Simonson an executive in the Soylent

Company, is found murdered, police detective Thorn

is sent in to investigate the case. As he delves deeper

into his investigation he uncovers another dark

secret-- the heinous truth behind the real ingredients

of Soylent Green.

Remember to like us on
facebook and GROW our

audience!
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SATURDAY MARCH 22 (2 films)
7:00 PM

Mysteries of the Great Lakes
Canada 2008, 45 minutes
Science North
Director: David Linckley

The giant screen film, Mysteries of the Great

Lakes, is as much a celebration of Earth’s

greatest freshwater ecosystem as it is a rallying cry

for protection. The story will take audiences on an

inspiring voyage through these amazing inland seas.

In the film, a few stops along the way highlight the

stories of three key species - one each from water, air

and land.

The film also turns the camera on us, as humans - by

touching on the human interface with the Lakes

including the role of shipping to commerce, the use

of the Great Lakes’ water by the millions of people

who rely on it for life, and the general sense of well-

being that people receive from simply being near

these massive bodies ofwater.

The scenery and wildlife footage captured through

the IMAX lens for Mysteries of the Great Lakes is

spectacular, with some shots being unlike anything

ever captured for this medium before. Filming took

the production crews from beneath the waves of the

Wolf River in Wisconsin - where thousands of lake

sturgeon, the world’s largest freshwater fish, thrashed

in the shallow rapids en route to their spawning

grounds - into the skies to shoot aerial footage of all

of the Great Lakes.

The filmmakers acquired some amazing footage of

woodland caribou while shooting in Lake Superior’s

Slate Islands. Over the course of the first two days

of filming, the crew saw almost 20 individual

caribou of various ages. The Slate Islands are home

to the largest remaining woodland caribou herd in the

Great Lakes region, and over the course of their 100

plus years on the Islands, they have evolved some

unusual biological adaptations. The caribou on the

Slate Islands weren’t shy about settling their

differences in the presence of humans either, and this

unusual situation provided our filmmakers with a

picturesque, once-in-a-lifetime shot of two male

caribou battling for dominance, with a glorious Lake

Superior sunset as a backdrop.

Filming breeding Bald Eagles in the wild is

extremely challenging. The nests are high (often 80

feet up) in the trees. Wildlife photographer Neil

Rettig captured extraordinary footage of wild Bald

Eagles for Mysteries of the Great Lakes.
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FRIDAY MARCH 21
7:00 PM

The Human Experiment

USA 2013, 92 minutes
Directors: Dana Nachman, Don Hardy
Executive Producer and Narrator: Sean Penn

The Human Experiment lifts the veil on the

shocking reality that thousands of untested

chemicals are in our everyday products, our homes

and inside of us. Simultaneously, the prevalence of

many diseases continues to rise.

From Oscar® winner Sean Penn and Emmy®

winning journalists Dana Nachman and Don Hardy,

The Human Experiment tells the personal stories of

people who believe their lives have been affected by

chemicals and takes viewers to the front lines as

activists go head-to-head with the powerful and well-

funded chemical industry. These activists bring to

light a corrupt system that’s been hidden from

consumers. . . until now.

* Canadian Film Festival Premiere *
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SATURDAY MARCH 22
9:30 PM

5th Anniversary Celebration

Prince Arthur Waterfront
Hotel and Suites

*all festival goers are welcome to attend
*voucher is required for entry which will be
provided at each film
*cash bar is available
*appetizers and yummy treats will be provided
courtesy ofthe festival and the Hotel!

Please join us in celebrating the 5th Anniversary

Celebration of the film festival. Meet and

mingle with committee members, volunteers,

audience members, special guests and film topic

experts.

MATCH THE PHOTOS TO THE FILM!
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Thursday March 20
7:00 PM (3 films)

Gold Fever

USA 2013, 55 minutes
Directed by: JTHaines, Tommy Haines, Andrew
Sherbune

Tragic and inspiring, Gold Fever witnesses the

arrival of Goldcorp Inc to a remote Guatemalan

village. 500 years after the conquistadors invaded,

and still reeling from decades of US-backed

repression, San Miguel Ixtahuacán is caught at the

front lines of an increasingly globalized world.

Meanwhile, in the North, fearful investors flock to

gold and some call for the return of the Gold

Standard. “What is the value of the one place we

have to live?” Commentators Noam Chomsky,

Magalí Rey Rosa, and “economic hitman” John

Perkins draw connections between the stratospheric

forces ofWall Street and San Miguel’s struggle.

Winner of the Rigoberta Mechú Grand Prix at the

2013 Montreal First Peoples Festival, Gold Fever is

a hard-hitting documentary about the destruction and

exploitation of transnational mining. Together with

members of their divided community, and in the face

of grave consequences, Diodora, Crisanta and

Gregoria resist the threat to their ancestral lands.

Grahame Russell is a
global development and

human rights activist
and the Co-Director of

Rights Action -
Welcome to Thunder

Bay!
(see page 15 for more

about Grahame)
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SUNDAY MARCH 23
10:30 AM

Do the Math
USA 2013, 50 minutes
Directors: Kelly Nyks, Jared P. Scott

The math is simple. To avoid climate catastrophe,

we have to limit carbon dioxide emissions into

the atmosphere to 350 parts per million or below.

The only problem? We're presently at 400 parts per

million -- and climbing. In November 2012,

bestselling author and environmental activist Bill

McKibben and 350.org, the organization he founded,

hit the road to raise awareness of this terrifying math

and build a movement to challenge the fossil fuel

industry.

Do the Math takes us inside that tour, following

McKibben as he delivers an astonishingly clear

breakdown of the facts -- and the stakes -- to more

than 25,000 people at sold-out shows in 21 cities

across the country. The film serves as a much needed

correction to industry spin, and shows how an

unprecedented global movement is rising up to keep

CO2 emissions down.

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR

Film for thought:
from "Do the Math"

The fossil-fueled activities ofman are adding 32

metric gigatonnes ofCO2 to the

atmosphere every year. That translates to the

equivalent to 400 000 Hiroshima atomic bombs

worth of additional heat each

and every day, 365 days a year.

We'll blow through our carbon allowance in

16 years, around the time today's preschoolers

will be graduating from high school.

We can’t expect an engineering solution

to a greed problem.

HOSPITALITY SPONSOR
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THURSDAY MARCH 20
7:00 PM (3 films)
Evening films Co-Presented with Mining Watch
Canda and with special guest -Rights Action
Director, Grahame Russell, who is featured in
Defensora and Gold Fever.

There You Go!
2 minute animated short
film, Written by Oren
Ginsburg

Defensora

USA/Guatemala/Canada 2013, 39 minutes
Directed by: Rachel Schmidt

Defensora is a documentary about a Mayan

Q'eqchi' resistance against mining in

Guatemala. The story is set along the shores of Lake

Izabal in the community of El Estor where a nickel

mining company has operated for over 50 years.

Tensions run high against a backdrop of pro and anti-

mining camps, violence and forced evictions. The

film takes audiences into the lives of defenders in the

resistance who struggle to reclaim their ancestral

lands and seek justice in Canadian courts for alleged

human rights violations. (see next page for the film

GOLD FEVER)

"Defensora is a deeply
moving testimony to
incredible courage in
the face ofwanton

brutality and a shining
tribute to the human
search for justice. "
- Maude Barlow,

Council ofCanadians
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SUNDAY MARCH 23
1:00 PM

Hot Water ‐ The Uranium
Industry's Dirty Little Secret
USA 2014, 80 minutes
Director: Kevin Flint

When you were growing up, how many people

did you know who had cancer? How many do

you know today? Filmmakers Lizabeth Rogers and

Kevin Flint travel to South Dakota following a story

about uranium contamination—only to discover that

the problem flows much farther and runs much

deeper than they could have imagined.

Three years and thousands of miles later, Hot Water

tells the story of those impacted by uranium mining,

atomic testing, nuclear energy and the subsequent

contamination that runs through our air, soil

and—even more dramatically—our water.

Hot Water offers this question: Are the thirty-eight

million people in the American Southwest aware that

their water supply is filtered through 16 million tons

of radioactive waste lying on the banks of the

Colorado River?

Our ground water, air and soil are contaminated with

some of the most toxic heavy metals known to man,

and the subsequent health and environmental damage

will take generations and 100's of billions of dollars

to heal.

Follow Liz, Kevin and their team as they travel the

American West and expose uranium mining and our

nuclear legacy for what it is, and for what it's left

behind.

Programmer's Note:

Programming an environmental film festival is an

interesting process. As a local organization, we

strive to choose films that in some way relate to us

here in Northwestern Ontario; whether the films are

about our local ecology, such as Mysteries of the

Great Lakes, or whether they are about similar

places, like the boreal forest of Finland as in Tale of

A Forest.

Often our films reflect ideas and issues that may

seem far away, but as part of a global village we find

them locally in the places we shop, the products we

purchase or the decisions made by our governments.

In any case, we arrive at a snapshot of the local,

national and global environment as seen through the

lens of environmental documentary filmmakers.

And film, like most art, is representative of the times

in which it is produced - so across the festival, we

begin to see themes emerge that reflect global

concerns that we as part of that community share.

One of the themes we see emerging from the 12

documentaries screening this year is concern for the

survival of humans in the face of our increasing

exposures to chemicals and contaminants, both in

our environment and in our bodies in films like The

Human Experiment and GMO OMG. As part of

World Water Week, we explore threats to our water

supply resulting from climate change (A Thirsty

World), fracking (Burning Water) and uranium (Hot

Water).

And, for the first time in our 5-year history, we are

screening a fiction film - the classic post-apocalyptic

Soylent Green, a cautionary vision of what the world

could look like if we are unwilling or unable to curb

the impacts of our modern-day lifestyles.

Thank you to the festival committee for your

thoughts on my recommendations and for helping to

pull the lineup together. To you, our audience, I hope

you enjoy our program and leave the theatre

informed and empowered to take action!

Charlene Rogers
Festival Programmer and Researcher

*festival display at the Brodie Resource Library
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WEDNESDAY MARCH 19
7:00 PM Opening Night

The Human Scale
Denmark 2013, 77 minutes
Directed by: Andreas Dalsgaard

The human scale questions our assumptions

about modernity, exploring what happens when

we put people into the center of our equations.

For 40 years the Danish architect Jan Gehl has

systematically studied human behavior in cities. His

starting point was an interest in people, more than

buildings – in what he called Life Between

Buildings. What made it exist? When was it

destroyed? How could it be brought back? This lead

to studies of how human beings use the streets, how

they walk, see, rest, meet, interact etc.

Jan Gehl also uses statistics, but the questions he

asks are different. For instance: How many people

pass this street throughout a 24 hour period? How

many percent of those are pedestrians? How many

are driving cars or bikes?

How much of the street space are the various groups

allowed to use? Is this street performing well for all

its users?

Jan Gehl made his first studies in Italy and later he

inspired the planning of Denmark’s capital,

Copenhagen, for 40 years. His ideas inspired the

creation of walking streets, the building and

improvements of bike paths and the reorganization of

parks, squares and other public spaces throughout

this city and in many other cities in the Nordic

region.

Around the world cities like Melbourne, Dhaka, New

York, Chongqing and Christchurch are now also

being inspired by Gehl’s work and by the

developments in Copenhagen.
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SUNDAY MARCH 23
3:15 PM

A Tale of a Forest
USA 2014, 75 minutes
Director: Kevin Flint

TALE OF A FOREST is a film for the whole

family about the unique Finnish forest and its

colourful and diverse life. The main characters of the

film are the various inhabitants of the forest: the

bears and the elk, the snakes and the owls, the ants,

the frogs and the flying squirrels, the ancient soul

birds such as the Siberian Jay, the Lapland Owl and

many, many others.

Greetings from the
Festival Chair

Rocks and trees. Many people look at the

“environment” as only that. But it’s a word

that encompasses so much more as you will see over

the course of this festival. We open with a very close

look at the environment that more and more humans

are finding themselves in: a city. “The Human

Scale” asks if cities are actually human-friendly?

Travel Canada and the world. See how Canadian

mining impacts people in other countries. Learn

about the fracking industry and what’s it’s like when

they move in next door. Discover that you are part

of a grand chemical experiment in “The Human

Experiment” (a Canadian Film Festival Premiere)

and “GMO OMG”. Climate change, nuclear power

and our intimate relationship with water are also

explored in stunning cinematography.

New this year: a look back to look forward with

“Soylent Green”. This fiction movie was a view to

the future (nearly our present) from 1973. They got

some things right!

The Festival closes with the Canadian Premiere of

“Tale of a Forest” - a beautiful look at the Finnish

boreal old growth forest and the wildlife that resides

there. Pristine natural environments like this are

vanishing. Savour this one and the stories it inspired

in the Finnish culture.

The earth was in balance but humans are tipping the

balance. What to do with all the information? Post-

film discussions with guests from out of town and

local experts will help and come to the workshop

Taking Action 101 , to learn various ways to add your

voice.

5th Anniversary! We invite you to join us in fun and

celebration in a gathering at the Prince Arthur Hotel

after the film on Saturday night.

Finally, I am so glad to be a part of the committee

that is sharing these wonderful films with you.

Thank you to you who have put so much time into

this Festival. And a final thank you to our sponsors.

Your support has made this festival possible.

And now……Roll ‘em!

Deanna Ford
Festival Chair

* Canadian Premiere *
Produced by the 2014

Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival

Festival Committee Members:

Charlene Rogers

Deanna Ford

Michael Dodd Smith

Scott Harris

Carrie Fawcett

Robin Faye

Tiina Veldhuis

Lucy Laframboise

and thank you to all of the festival volunteers

and the staff at the

Paramount Theatre, Silver Birch Restaurant,

Sweet Escape Cake Cafe & Bakery,

Thunder Bay Public Library and

the Prince Arthur Hotel & Suites!

*

Thunder Bay Environmental Film Network

1216 Victoria Avenue East

Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada

P7C 1B9

Phone: (807) 475-3631

Email: environmentalfilmnetwork@gmail. com

www.efilmnetwork.wordpress. com

www. tbefilmf.wordpress. com

www.facebook. com/THUNDER.BAY.EFF

www.facebook. com/Thunder.Bay.EFN

The Festival kindly asks audience
members to refrain from wearing scented
products as much as possible because
there are other audience members and
Festival organizers who become sick

from them.

Your help with this is greatly appreciated.
Ifyou have any questions about this or

want to know more about
scent sensitivities please feel free to ask a

volunteer for more information.
Thank you.
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Wednesday March 19, 7:00 PM
"The Human Scale" ..page 3
Denmark 2013 / 77 min

Thursday March 20, 7:00 PM
*Evening films Co-Presented with Mining

Watch Canda

*special guest – Rights Action Director

Grahame Russell, who is featured in

Defensora and Gold Fever. (page 15)

"Defensora"..page 5
USA/Guatemala/Canada 2013 / 39 min

"There You Go!" ..page 5
Animated short, 2 min, Written by Oren

Ginsburg

"Gold Fever" ..page 7
USA 2013 / 55 min

Friday March 21, 7:00 PM
"The Human Experiment"
..page 9
USA 2013 / 92 min

Friday March 21, 9:30 PM
"Soylent Green"..page 11
USA 1973 / 97 min

Saturday March 22, 9:30 AM 
12:00 PM, Waverley Library
Workshop "Taking Action 101"
..page 15

Saturday March 22, 1:00 PM
"GMO OMG"..page 17
USA 2013 / 90 min

Saturday March 22, 3:15 PM
"Burning Water"..page 19
Canada 2010 / 45 min

*special guest - Fiona Lauridsen, who is the

main character of the film

Saturday March 22, 7:00 PM
*Evening films Co-presented with

EcoSuperior and Council ofCanadians

"Thirsty World"..page 21
France 2013 / 90 min

"Mysteries of the Great Lakes"
..page 23
Canada 2008 / Science North / 45 min

Saturday Night 5th Anniversary
Celebration 9:30 PM..page 25

Sunday March 23, 10:30 AM
"Do The Math"..page 27
USA 2013 / 50 min

Directors: Kelly Nyks, Jared P. Scott

Sunday March 23, 1:00 PM
"Hot Water"..page 29
USA 2014 / 80 min

Sunday March 23, 3:15 PM
"Tale of a Forest" ..page 31
Finland 2012 / 75 min



BOREAL SPONSORS

*Ontario Arts Council
*Canadian Association of Physicians for the
Environment
*Chronicle Journal
*CBC - Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
*Investors Group
*Prince Arthur Waterfront Hotel and Suites
*Thunder Bay Public Library

EVERGREEN SPONSORS

*EcoSuperior
*Klassen Family Practice
*Thunder Bay Media Distributors
*The Walleye

SAPLING SPONSORS

*Bay Credit Union
*Bay Meats Butcher Shop Lihakauppa
*Community Economic Development
Commission
*EarthCare
*Passionately Organics
*Lakehead University, Faculty of Science and
Environmental Studies
*Lakehead University, Faculty ofLaw
*Print Pros Plus
*Wiggles and Giggles
*York University, Faculty ofEnvironmental
Studies

HOSPITALITY SPONSORS

*Prince Arthur Waterfront Hotel & Suites
*Sweet Escape Cake Cafe & Bakery
*Silver Birch Restaurant
*Eat Local Pizza & Pastry

SEEDLING SPONSORS

*Canadian Environmental Law Association
*Council ofCanadians -Thunder Bay
*Derek Noyes (Erickson & Partners)
*Environment North
*GoGreenEbikes
*(The) Green House
*Ontario Nature
*madeFRESH
*Mining Watch
*Streak ofGreen Hair Salon
*The Loop
*Solar Logix
*TbayTel
*Robin Faye Yoga

DOOR PRIZES & GIFTS

*A Beautiful New You
*Bare Organics
*Bonobo's Foods
*Brule Creek Farm
*Belluz Farms
*CBC
*Finnport
*Frank Pullia
*Gear Up for Outdoors
*Karen Hartley
*madeFRESH
*Mystic Garden
*Trudi Jones
*Thunder Bay Public Library
*The Growing Season
*The Power Centre
*Wilderness Supply Company
*York University, Faculty ofEnvironmental
Studies

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS
*Dr. Kerstin Muth
*Mary Veltri

2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival WELCOME 2014 Thunder Bay Environmental Film Festival SPONSORS
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